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ABSTRACT
One of the most challenging tasks within the field of computer science is to study how human
knowledge can be formalized in such a way that it can be utilized in automatic problem solving.
Two main problems distinguish themselves. The first is how farcan the learning process be modelled
and simulated by a computer to obtain artificial knowledge. The second is how well can the acquired
artificial knowledge be utilized by a computer in simulating the inference of a human being with
corresponding knowledge.
During the last two decades, remarkable work has been carried out in the field of artificial intelligence
with contributions from several scientific diciplines. In this paper probabilistic rule based sequential
and the neural computing parallel approaches to machine learning and inference are explored by
simulation experiments. Rule based systems seem to be superior when working with problems when
their specifications can best be sequentially acquired while artificial neural networks seem to better
when problem specification is obtained simultaneously as patterns.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most challenging tasks within the field of computer science is to study how human
knowledge can be formalized in such a way that it can be utilized in automatic problem solving.
The front line problem in this connection is how far the learning process can be modelled and
simulated in a computer. The second problem is how can the acquired artificial knowledge be utilized
in the best way.
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During the last two decades, remarkable work has been carried out in the field of artificial intelligence
with contributions from several scientific disciplines [SOWA 1984]. In this paper we will consider
the cognitive and neural computing approaches.respectively, to automatic learning and
inference.[ANDERSON 1987]. The two approaches are interesting from a computing as well as from
a modelling point of view. The algorithmic approach represented by rule based systems seems to
be superior to artificial neural networks as long as we are working in conventional sequential
processing environments while artificial neural networks seem to fit well into the emerging
environment of massive parallel processing. In this study we focus on learning and inference under
uncertainty. Statistical machine learning and inference have been discussed in detail in previous papers
[NORDBOTTEN 1989, NORDBOTTEN 1990b].
In the present work we explore the similarities of learning and inference models for statistical
consultation systems and models for neural networks. The purpose for both the rule based systems and
artificial networks studied is to predict a solution to a problem described by a set of characteristics. For
the purpose of comparison we shall leave the terminology belonging to the two groups, and call the
solution "a diagnosis of the problem" and the problem description ''a set of symptoms".

2. FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Rule Based Knowledge Systems
In this paper knowledge systems are considered to be systems that are able to transform experience
and knowledge to a form which later can be use by the systems in carrying out consultation tasks. The
following presentation is based on two previous papers INORDBOTTEN 1989, NORDBOTTEN
1990b].

2.1.1 Rule Based Model 1
A statistical rule based consultation system is composed of a set of probability rules and an inference
algorithm working with the rules to produce a probability distribution of diagnoses. A probability rule
for a symptom will have the form:
IF CONCLUSION <s[i]>=TRUE THEN P(t[k]ls[i]) IS THE PROBABILITY
THAT THE SYMPTOM <t[k]>=TRUE.
Let S=(s[l]..s[M])beaset of diagnoses andT=(t[l]..t[N])beaset of non-exclusive symptoms. Let
P(s[i]) be probabilities assigned to the set of diagnosis such that:
SUMfi] P(s[i])=l

fori=l..M.

Let P(t[k]ls[i]) be conditional probabilities assigned to the set of symptoms for t[l]..t[N]:
P(t[k])=SUM[i] P(t[k]Is[i])*P(s[i])

for i=l..M,
k=l..N.
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These probabilities represent the typical rules in a statistical knowledge based consultation system.
By means of the Bayes' theorem, the probabilities for diagnoses given symptoms are:
P(s[i]lt[k])=P(t[k]ls[i])*P(s[i])/P(t[k]

for i=l..M,
k=l..N.
Two consultation scenarios may be imagined. In the first, a set of symptoms are given, and the
probability of the most probable diagnosis is wanted. In the second scenario, a restricted amount
of resources for investigating symptoms are given. The task will be to select within the limited
resources for investigation those symptoms which will result in the most certain diagnosis. In the
present exposition the first scenario is used. The second scenario is discussed in another paper
[NORDBOTTEN 1989].
Letq=(t[r]..t[R])beasetof symptoms associated with an unknown diagnosis. If the symptoms are
statistically independent, the probability for the diagnoses given the set of symptoms can be computed
by using the above formula recursively until the set is exhausted.
The main objection to this model is the assumption about statistical independence among the
symptoms required for use of Bayes' formula. In most practical cases,this assumption will not be
satisfied. As a consequence the probabilities for the diagnoses are overestimated.
The rules of a statistical consultation system can be learned from an example set by application of
standard estimation theory. Each case of the training set is assumed to contain a true diagnosis and a
set of correct symptoms.
Learning can be considered as composed of two distinct processes,
1 ) identification of new/recognition of old diagnoses and symptoms,
2) inducing general knowledge.
The two processes can be carried out in different ways. In the current investigation, the identification
process is carried out separately and before the induction process.
Let the training set include n examples which are processed sequentially. New diagnosis/symptoms are
enlisted, and the observed diagnosis and symptoms are added to the frequencies f(s[i]) and f(s[i],t[k]).
When the whole set of examples has been processed we have
SUM[i] f(s[i])=n.
which form the basis for the estimation of probabilities. According to ordinary estimation theory
the probabilities are estimated by
(s[i])/n,

fori=l..M.

where p(s[i])=est.P(s[i]).
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The estimates of the conditional probabilities P(tfk]Is[i]) are
p(t[k]ls[i])=f(s[i],t[k])/f(s[i])

for i=l..M,
k=l..N.

Figure fl: Model 1

Learning in Model 1 can be illustrated by the directed graph of Figure A. The arrows indicate that the
learning of rules is based on the symptoms associated with given diagnoses. The strength of an
association between a diagnoses and a symptom is expressed by the conditional probability for the
symptom given the diagnoses.

2. 1.2 Rule Based Model 2
To avoid the objection against the invalid assumption about statistical independence of the
symptoms, consider the set C=(c[l]..c[L]) of all subsets of the set of symptoms T and the Cartesian
product set U=S*C with elements u[i,j]=(s[i],c[j]). Assume that probabilities P(u[i,j]) are assigned
to each element of U such that
SUM[ij]
The conditional probabilities forc[j] given s[i] are:
P(cLJ]ls[iI)=P(s[i], c[j])/P(s[i])

for j=l..

The conditional probabilities are the representation of the probabilistic rules which give the
probabilities by which we can expect the occurrence of clusters j.
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The set of symptoms q=(t[r]..t[R]), will correspond to one of the elements of C, say c[q] and the
probabilities of the diagnoses can be computed by using the Eaves' formula only once.
P(sli]lc[q]):=P(c[q]ls[i])*P(s[i])/P(c[q])
where
P(c[q]):=SUM[i]P(c[q]ls[i])*P(s[i])
The price to be paid for avoiding the problem of independence is the risk for not being able to assign
reliable probabilities to the elements of U. In the worst case the probability P(c[q]ls[i)) is not available
and no diagnosis can be suggested.
The learning model for Model 2 is slightly more complicated since identification of both new
symptoms and clusters are required. Using the same notation as above and adding f(c[j]) to denote the
frequencies of clusters in the set of examples, and f(s[i],c[j]]) the joint frequencies, we then have
SUM[i] f(s[i])=n.

and
SUM[j] f(c[j])=n.

Similarly, the estimates of the conditional probabilities are
fori=l..M,

The reliability of the learned rules can be estimated by computing the standard deviation of the
probability estimates. In the current presentation, we shall not be discussing the precision of the

Figure B: Model 2
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estimates before judging the results of the simulation experiments. Learning is illustrated in Figure
B. The arrows of the directed graph indicate that there are associations between a diagnosis and one
or several clusters, and between a cluster and one or several symptoms.

2.2 Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network, ANN, is a system of interconnected artificial neurons originally
designed as a model of a natural neural network. In contemporary artificial network modelling, the
parallel distributed processing aspect, the massive parallelism, is another interesting aspects of ANN
models [RUMMELHART 1987].
A ANN network can be modelled in many ways. We will limit our explorations to discrete time
networks, composed of a set of interconnected neurons each of which is at any point of time
characterized by its activity status.
The neurons are organized in layers and related by unidirectional inter-layer and intra-layer
connections each of which ischaracterized by a weight. The inter-layer connection from neuron i in
layer k-1 to neuron j in layer k is denoted by w[ij,k] while the intra-layer connection from neuron i
toneuronjboth in layerkis denoted by v[i,j,k]. By convention the external input sources are denoted
as neurons of layer 0, while the final output from the network is generated by the activities of neurons
in the last layer K of the network. At each point of time a neuron may receive a set of inputs through
weighted connections from itself, other neurons or/and external input sources which generate the
activity and produce the output.
The sum of weighted inputs to a neuron at layer k is
z[j,k]:=SUM[i] w[i,j,k]*o[i,k-l,
for

i=l..N[k-l],
k=l..K.

where N[k] denotes the number of neurons in layer k, o[i,k-l] is either an input from another neuron
ifk>l or an external input. Thefirstsumis the inter-layer input while the second is the intra-layer input
to the neuron.
z[j,k] determines the activity level of the neuron by means of an activity function
a[j,k]:=f(z[j,k]-BIAS,NUMBER[j,k]),

for

j=l..N[k],
k=l..K.

BIAS is a scaling parameter which our study is set uniformly for all neurons. NUMBEROJc] is an
individual neuron parameter which will be explained later. The activity function also represents the
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time dimensional element in the neuron. We assume that each neuron will require one time unit to
react to the input by changing its activity level. The form of the activity function f may be linear or nonlinear.
The activity function determines the output value of the neuron:
o[j,k]:=g(a[j,k])
k=l..K.
where g is the output function.
In most of the models considered, the g-function is an equality function making the output and the
activity of the neurons K identical. The neuron output can be the input to one or more neurons or
an external output. The structure of an artificial neuron and its associated weights is a very
simplified model of a natural neuron [ALDUS 1981, KENT 1981]. Our neuron model is illustrated in
Figure C.

Figure C: Model of an artificial neuron

The topology of artificial networks can be designed in different ways. We will distinguish between
single-layer and multi-layer networks. A single-layer network has a set of external input sources and
a layer 1 of neurons each with possible connections to all of the input sources. A multi-level network
is either a network constructed with several layers of processing neurons or a network obtained by
integrating two or more single- layer networks into one network. Only the last layer of neurons in a
network organized in this way can produce external outputs.
In working with ANN we may engage in the following activities:
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-

construction,
teaching,
testing,
application.

Construction consists in designing the topology and the general form of the network. It requires
knowledge about the particular type of application the network is aimed at, or stated in another way,
the type of intelligent behavior the artificial network is supposed to simulate. Construction must
take into account the need for selecting a neuron type of a certain kind, multi-layer networks in
contrast to single-layer networks, integrating networks of different types, etc.
Teaching a network consists in presenting to the network a set of tasks which can be used for training.
The network memorizes the knowledge it gains by adjusting its connections and parameters. Using
a trained network to produce solutions to problems presented to the network, is called testing of the
network.
Teaching implies adjusting the values of the connection weights of the network. We restrict our
studies to situations in which we can teach the network by means of a training set with problems each
represented by an input vector and the solution represented by an output vector called the target vector
and denoted as t[ l,K]..t[N[K]. The input vector can be considered as an encoded representation of the
symptoms in the terminology of the rule based systems, while the target and the output vectors are
encoded versions of the correct and the estimated diagnoses, respectively.
Testing means exposing the network to the training file without target vectors to evaluate how well the
network has learned, or to new tasks to evaluate how well it can make inference in situations to which
it has previously not been confronted. Testing is therefore the phase in which the network must justify
itself before it eventually can be used in practical applications.
A main interest in our present investigation is the network learning capability. The general learning
principle used is the principle stated byHebb. It implies that the connection between an active element
in a input vector and an active element in the corresponding target vector should be strengthened
while the other potential connections should be kept unchanged or be weakened [HEBB].
Let a training set include E cases. Each case is represented by an input vector and a target vector,
both with elements 0 and 1. The learning principle can be represented by a general learning function
w[i,j,k]:=h(w[i,j,k],e,RATE)

for i=l..M,

-

k=l..K.
It indicates that after learning a new case e from the set e=l..E, the weight w[i,j,k] is a function of the
weight before learning this case, the input vector and the target vector of the case, and a learning
rate RATE which determines how fast network leams. If the learning rate is too great, the network
may overestimate the importance of a case, while a very small learning rate will make the network a
slow learner.
Some learning functions require that the input is fed forward in the net and associated with the target
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vector only once. Other learning functions require that the input information of a training case is both
fed forward and the network result compared with the target vector, and then the differences are used
in a backward feed for adapting the weights to the differences. This process may be repeated in a
number of cycles for all training cases until the weights have been adjusted satisfactorily. We apply both
types of learning.
The sum of square errors
SSE:=SUM[e] SUM[j] (t[j,l]-a[j,K])**2
is a measure for how well the network has learned to associate the input vectors of a training set with
the corresponding target vectors. We will make use of this measure to indicate how well the network
adjusts to the training set. This does not necessarily indicate how well the network can tackle new
inputs.

2.2.1 Neural Network Model A
Consider a single-layer network with N[0] input sources providing binary inputs with values 0 and
1 and N[l] neurons which are assumed to process the inputs to outputs.
Let the neuron functions be
z[j,l]:= SUM[i] w[ij,l]*o[i.O],

for i=l..

The network can be graphically illustrated as in Figure D.

o[M,8]

Figure D: Model A and B
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Each weight w[i,j,l] corresponds to the strength of influence the external input o[i,0] has on the
activity level, a[j,l], andtheoutput o[j,l]. The value of the output can be interpreted as an indicator
of the reliability of the different diagnoses associated with o[j, 1 ].
This network can learn according to a learning principle related to the Hebb principle [HEBB]. The
learning of weights can be formally represented by the following procedure. First all training cases
are inspected to identify input and target elements, the frequencies of their associations, as well as the
frequencies of the different target elements
for e:=l to E do
fori:=l toMdo
forj:=l toNdo
begin
SUM[j]:=SUM!j]+t[j];

end;
The learning process is finished by standardizing the strengths of the learned connection weights
for i:=l to M do for j:=l to N do
if (w[i,j,l]>0) then w[i,j,l]:=w[i,jJ]/SUM[jJ
else w[ij,l]:=-(N-SUMU])/SUM[j];

such that the weights are positive but <=1 if the input i in any of the cases has been associated with
target j. If such association has not been experienced, the connection is inhibitory and the weight
is set to a negative value. All connection weights are assumed to be zero before learning starts. After
learning the SUM[i]w[i,j,l]=l over all observed i to j associations. A high valued connection weight
indicates that the input source is frequently connected with the respective output neuron, while a
negative weight means that the input source never has been associated to the neuron.
The above network is a very simple, single level feed-forward network with a linear activation
function and belongs to the most primitive artificial networks discussed in the literature. Because
of its linearity, its response when it has been trained by means of the training set, is simply obtained
in an operation equivalent to a matrix multiplication in which the weight matrix is post-multiplied by
the input vector.
It is well known that learning with this type of learning process is limited [MINSKY 1969]. Perfect
learning can only be obtained if the input vectors are orthogonal. However, knowledge of how well
the network performes if the orthogonality condition is violated, is not easily obtained except by
simulations.
The networks discussed do not yield a binary output vector with a single non-zero element as a response
to the input vector. Consider the following single-layer MAXNET given by to Lippmann
[LIPPMANN 1987] integrated to the above single layer network as layer 2 with the weights
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w[i,j,2]:=lifi=j,
:=0ifioj.

fori=l..N[l]
j=l..N[2]=N[l].

as inetegrating interface. MAXNET or layer 2 of the integrated network has also a set of intra-layer
weights which are
v[i,j]:=l
ifi=j,
:=-l/N ifioj.

fori=l..N[l],
j=l..N[2J.

Activation of the neurons is determined by the activation function
a[j,2]:=a[j,2]-(SUM[i] a[i,2]- a[j,-2])/N
The output of the network is delayed until a state in which all activity levels of the neurons except
for one are less than a given small value a". The output of the network is then
o[j,2]:=a[j,2] if a[j,2]=>a' AND a[k,2]<a'
else o[j,2]:=0.

forj=l..N[2] and allkoj,

It can be proved that this state will be reached in a finite number of cycles. The number of cycles
needed to reach the state may be considered as the reliability of the response of the network to an input
pattern.
2.2.2 Neural Network Model B
We maintain the general structure of the previous network composed of two integrated single-layer
networks. However, instead of the Hebbian learning function, to train the layer 1 we introduce a
learning function based on the Widrow-Hoff learning principle which does not require orthogonal input
vectors [RUMELHART 1988]. It requires, however, that the input vectors are linearly independent
to be able to learn perfectly.
The Widrow-Hoff principle implies an iterative process in which the set of input vectors with
corresponding target vectors are repetitively presented to the network in two or more cycles. In each
cycle the computed output vector of each training case is compared with the target vector, and the
weights are adjusted in such a way that the output vector would approach the target vector.
This learning procedure can be considered as challenging the network first to use its knowledge in
trying to respond to the input. If the response is wrong or not good enough compared with the target,
the network is asked to adjust its knowledge to reduce the distance between the response and the
target. Formally, the each cycle of the learning process can be described by:
fore:=l to E do
begin
fori:=l to M do
forj:=l toNdo
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fori:=l toMdo
for j:=l to X do

end;
RATE determines the speed of learning which has to be chosen careful. A too high value of RATE
can result in an overadjustment.
The sum square error SSE can be used to monitor the learning. The learning process may be
discontinued after cycle c if SSE[c-l]-SSE[c] is less than some prescribed value.

2.2.3 Neural Network Model C
Let us consider a network model in which each distinct binary input vector pattern of a training set
has been identified and associated with a particular neuron in layer 1. Input vectors of a test set are
compared by the network with all patterns associated with its neurons. Each neuron will respond to
each input vector with a measure of'distance'. The distance is the number of bits which do not match
the input vector and the pattern vector associated with the neuron. In the case of a match, the distance
will be zero.
The activation function for this network is
a[j,l]:=SUM[i] w[i,j,l]*o[i,0]/NUMBERO,l],

forj=l..N.

w[i,j,l]=l if input element i is assumed to be present in pattern j and-1 if not. N~UMBER[j,l] is a
parameter connected to each neuron in layer 1 with a value corresponding to the number of positive
weights form input sources to the neuron.
The output function for the network is
oU,l]:=aO,l]
:=0

forj=l..N.
ifa[j,l<=0.

The activation and output of neuron j will be 1 if the current input vector corresponds to the input
pattern represented by neuron 1. For each input element not matching the pattern, the activation
value will be reduced by l/NUMBER[j,k] until the activity becomes negative.
Learning in this model is carried out in two steps. The network first decides if the current input pattern
is a known pattern, if not it records the discovery of a new pattern. Second, the network records how
frequent different patterns are associated with the target elements.
Discovering a new pattern from a training set can be described as not being able to find a previously
recorded input pattern which matches the current. The process of assigning the next neuron, j', to the
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new pattern and learning the connection weights can be described by
for i:=l to M do
begin
if(o[i,0]=l)then
begin
NUMBER[j',l]:=XUMBER[j',l]+o[i,0];

end else w[ij ',!]:=-!;

end;
where j' is the index of the next unused neuron in layer 1. According to this learning function the
network learns all the different patterns of the training set. It should be noted that this learning
function does not imply any target vector. Learning without a target vector is referred to as
unsupervised learning in contrast to the supervised learning requiring both input and target vectors.
The above layer is integrated with a second single-layer network which becomes layer 2. The activation
function for the second layer is the simple
forj=l..N.

a(j,2]:=SUM[i] w[ij,2]*o[i,l],
The weights of this layer are learned by the Hebb learning function

fori=l..M,

and the output is equal to the activity level
The topology of the two-layer network will look like the one illustrated in Figure E.

0[M,fl]

Figure E: Model C
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Related network models are the Hamming model [LIPPMANN 1987] and the Probabilistic Neural
Network of Specht [SPECHT 1990].
Finally as a last layer 3, the network is integrated with the MAXNET which will yield a binary output
vector comparable to the target vector.

2.2.4 Neural Network Model D
The last network to be considered is a three layer network. Because there are no given target vectors
available for comparing the output of layer 1 and 2, these layers are called hidden layers. While the sizes
of the input and target vectors are given by the domain and the training set, the size of a hidden layer
is a parameter to be chosen by the designer of the network. We will assume that the two hidden layers
have the same size, denoted by the parameter SIZE. The activity and output functions of this network
are
a[j,k]:=l/(l+EXP-( SUM[i] o[i.k-l]- BIAS),

_

for j=l..N,
k=l..K.

and
o[j,k]:=a[j,k]
:=0

ifa[j,k]>0,
ifa[j,k]<=0.

The learning function is based on the back-propagation method [RUMELHART]. This learning
function requires some initial weights. The weights are initiated by random values between 0 and
RANGE. Learning is carried out by successive adjustments of the weights from the last layer and
backwards according to the learning function
w[i,j,k]:=w[i,j,k]+RATE*o[i,k-l]*delta[j,k]

fori=l..N,
k=l..K.

.

where
delta[j,3]:=o[j,3]*(l-o[j,3])*(o[],3]-t[j]),

forj=l..N,

for the weights of the last layer. Note that the learning of these weights is quite similar to the learning
of Model B above. For the second and first layers of Model D the delta-component of the learning
function is:
delta[j,k]:=o[j,k]*(l-o[j,k])*SUM[l]delta[l,k+l]*wO,l,k+l].
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Since no target vectors are available for these hidden layers, computed differences are used in these
deltas. As Model B, this model also requires repeated exposures to the training file and frequently
a large number of cycles. Learning can be monitored by SSE. It can be proved that a three-layer
network of this type can learn to map a set of input vectors into a very complex classification system
[LIPPMANN 1987].
There are, however, two major problems with Model D. It is difficult to choose the values of the
parameters, SIZE, RANGE and RATE, for the model. Learning seems to be very sensitive to
variations in these parameters. It is frequently reported that the model learns slowly, or may even
not make any progress at all. The second problem is the computational work required by the learning
function. Since each training case requires a forward computation through three layers, and another
backwards adjustment through the same number of layers for each cycle. Successful learning
frequently may require hundreds of cycles, and training can easily become a considerable computational task.
As for Model B, the learning of Model D can also be monitored by SSE. Ideally, we want to stop the

o[M,fl]

Figure F: Model D
training when SSE obtains its global minimum. However, it is another well known problem that
learning seems to end in one of the local minima.
To make the Model D complete the MAXNET network is added as a fourth layer.

2.3 Discussion
Comparison of the graphical representations of the rule based and network models, shows .the
similarities in the topologies of the two categories of models, particularly between the rule based
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models Model 1 and Model 2, and the network models Model A/B and Model C.
The simple statistical Model 1 learns by estimating probabilities from frequencies, while the
network Model A learns by strengthning the connections among the input sources and the output layer
of neurons based on the frequencies of the associations between the individual input elements and
target vector elements. The network Model B learns by an iterative procedure which generates weights
which produce output vectors which, when compared with the target vectors, have a minimum sum
square error.
The statistical Model 2 implements a two step procedure to avoid violating a condition for applying
the Bayes Theorem. In the first step, clusters of symptoms from the training set are identified, while
in the second step the conditional probabilities of these clusters given the diagnoses, are estimated.
Model C identifies the different patterns by an unsupervised learning procedure, and then learns
the weights of layer 2 by associating the target vector with the output of layer 1. Both models assume
that first the clusters of symptoms or patterns of input elements have to be identified and learned.
Then the next step is to estimate the conditional probabilities of the different cluster given a certain
diagnosis, or in the case of networks,to learn the associations between each pattern and the different
output alternatives. It should be noted that Model C can be generalized in more layers representing
clusters of clusters.
The last model, network Model D, can be considered as a generalization of all the previous network
models and compared to more sophisticated estimating methods in the case of rule based models. A
rule based system approach of this type is the 'bucket parade method' of Holland [HOLLAND 1986].
The statistical models use probabilities estimated for each diagnosis as a basis for selecting the most
probable response to a set of symptoms. The network models on the other hand use the MAXNET
layer of neurons to identify the output neuron with the strongest response to a input pattern.
The main difference between the two types of models investigated,seems to be the background of
paradigmatic tradition. The algorithmic approach has typically grown out of the tradition based on
sequential processing by means of von Neumann machines, while the network approach as emphasized
particularly by Rummelhart a.o. has emphasized the parallelism in neural networks
[RUMELHART 1988]. Since most work so far with neural networks has been implemented by means
of traditional machines with von Neumann architecture, experience with transferring the two
approaches to parallel machines is so far poor.
Differences among the models can be indicated by means of required computational operations.
Assume that the computational workload implied by a model is determined by the number of
symptoms/elements in the input vector, the number of diagnoses/elements of the target vector, the
number of layers K in the model, and the number of clusters/neurons in hidden layers. If the model
is based on a feed forward learning procedure only, F=l, or a feed forward-and-backward
procedure,F=2,the number of cases in the training set,E and the number of cycles, C, required. The
formula
L=C*F*K
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should give a rough indication of the computation implied by the models for the same set of problems.
We consider the computation to give the probability of a response in Model 1 and 2, and the
computations of MAXNET for the other models to be roughly the same, and do not take these steps
into consideration.
Assume that the number of training and testing cases are equal for all models. We can then roughly
indicate the computational load of training and testing the different models by the numbers in Table
2.a.
From table 2.a we can see that there is a high computational price to be paid in avoiding the theoretical
limitations of Model 1 and Model A. We can hope to get knowledge about relative advantages of the
more advanced models and if they are substantial and can justify the extra costs these models imply
by experimentation. Our solution to this is to carry out simulation experiments which will be the topic
of the next sections.

Table 2.a: Computational load by Model.
Testing

Training

Model 1

1

(1)

1

(D

Model 2

K=2

(2)

K=2

(2)

Model A

1

(D

1

(D

Model B

F=2,C=30

(60)

1

(D

Model C

K=2

(2)

K=2

(2)

Model D

F=2,K=3,C=30

(180)

K=3

(3)

Note: Figures in parentheses express load relative to Model 1.

We conclude our theoretical discussion by stating that there are a number of formal similarities
between the statistical consultation models and the artificial network models. There are, however,
significant computational differences, particularly in the learning phase.
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3. EMPIRICAL VERIFICATION

3.1 Simulation Experiments
The aim of the experiments carried out is to obtain some empirical evidence for the similarities we
have pointed out above and for the relative advantages of paying the higher price of applying more
sophisticated models.
Two statistical models and four network models have been programmed and implemented:
Model 1: Rule based model 1
Model 2: Rule based model 2
Model A: Neural network model A
Model B: Neural network model B
Model C: Neural network model C
Model D: Neural network model D
The two rule based models were originally part of and implemented in a system called EXPERIMENTOR in PASCAL and described in another paper [NORDBOTTEN 1990a]. For the purpose of
the present study a simplified version of EXPERIMENTOR was used. The four neural network
models have been implemented in a system XNET also by means of PASCAL. Both systems can be
executed on MS-DOS machines, even though more extensive experiments will require
implementation in larger computers.

3.1.1 Overall Design
EXPERIMENTOR includes a module which can generate training and test cases for an experiment
of the kind carried out. The experimental design applied is based on an anificial example set generated
by means of EXPERIMENTOR and with characteristics which are explained in the paper referred to
and outlined in the next section. Each of the six systems is trained by means of this example set. The
rules for the rule based systems and the sets of weights for the neural network models are recorded
for later testing and comparison. The training set is also used as a first test to see how well the different
models have learned their lesson.
An anificial test set is also generated by means of EXPERIMENTOR. This set is independent of the
training set and used for testing the performance of each of the six systems on a new case set
independent from the training set.
Finally, the recorded training and testing results for all six systems are compared, analyzed and
discussed.
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3.1.2 Training and Test Sets
The generation of training and test cases is based on a reference model represented as a set of
probabilities and representing a real life domain. This reference model is a statistical distribution from
which the training and test cases are generated. The characteristics of the reference model can be
changed and made in accordance with any domain in which we are interested.The reference model
described is the same which has been in detail in connection with other simulation experiments
referred to. Briefly outlined the reference model comprises

- marginal probabilities for 68 diagnoses (output vector elements)
-520 conditional probabilities for 91 symptoms (input vector elements) given diagnosis.
For our experiment two sets of cases were generated and used. For training a set, SI 00, of 100 cases
was used. The choice of this size was determined to test the ability of the different models to learn from
arelativelyrestrictedsetoftrainingexamples. Because the training set has been generated by arandom
procedure from the reference model, the 100 training examples do not necessarily imply that 100
different cases are learned or that all symptoms and diagnoses are represented in the training set. The
set of 100 cases is statistically a small set, and the size was chosen to put the models on a hard test
The test set, s400, used is independent of the training set and included 400 cases. Most experiments
in the field of artificial networks aim at testing how well the network can recognize the different
patterns it has been exposed to. Our aim is the more ambitious to investigate how well a network trained
by 100 random cases from a domain described by a given probability distribution can treat 400
independent random cases compared with the rule based systems.
400 test cases is 4 times the number of training cases. The similarity between the training and the test
sets is determined by the probability distribution represented by the reference model explained above
and the size of the training set and the test set. The S400 set should represent a real challenge to the
different systems.
It should be noted that the test set may include cases with symptoms as well as diagnoses unknown
to a model. Unknown symptoms do not cause any problem, but a model will of course not be able to
predict a diagnosis which is unknown to it. The test set used in the evaluation may therefore be less than
the 400 cases.
Finally, it should also be clear that the generated vectors in the two sets are neither orthogonal nor
linearly independent.

3.1.3 Learning Experiments
The example cases were represented in such a way that the rule based systems considered the examples
as sets of symptoms with a desired diagnoses, while the neural networks considered them as vectors
of external input with target output.
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Running the systems in their learning mode against the example set, produced files of rules and
weights for rule based systems and artificial networks, respectively. For the testing of the models, the
number of symptoms, diagnoses and probability rules were available from the training runs.
Model B was run for 30 cycles with RATE=0.01 based on experience from Gunhan who found that
the learning rate should be in the sizeorderof 1/M where M is the number of elements in the input vector
[GUNHAN 1990]. The Model D run was specified with S IZE= 100, RANGE=0.9, RATE=0.01 and run
for 30 cycles. For Model B and Model D information on SSE was obtained. Model C also gave
information on the number of patterns identified.
Each learning run was timed as an indicator of the learning cost of the respective model.

3.1.4 Testing Experiments
•
The six models were one by one loaded by their respective rules or weights. First the models were
tested against the training set of 100 cases in order to see how well the models were able to reproduce
the input cases they had learned. Second, they were run against the 400 test cases to test the models
ability to process unknown cases.

The main result of each test run was the numnber of correct responses for the respective model. In
addition, the probability models gave estimates on the probabilities for the correctness of the
responses. These estimates were summarized as an average probability produced by each run of the
probability models. The network models on the other hand gave information on the number of cycles
needed for MAXNET to find the response.
As for the learning experiments, each testing run was also timed to be able to evaluate the relative cost
of the model.

3.2 Simulation Results
3.2.1 Learning Results
All models were trained by means of the set S100 and the statistics recorded are presented in Table
3.a. The time used for learning was also observed.
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Table 3.a: Learning experiment

Model

Ml

M2

MA

MB

MC

Number of symptoms/input elements

50

50

50

50

50

-

71

Number of clusters/patterns

71

Number of diagnoses/target elements

33

33

33

33

33

Number of probability rules/weights

155

144 1650

952

3723

The number 144 for rules/weights of Model 2 requires some extra explanation. It is composed of the
number of strings,? 1, in a list of strings which identify clusters plus 73 conditional cluster
probabilities.
Model B ran for 30 cycles with a SSE=7.26 which was changing insignificantly. Model D was run with
several alternative parameter settings without providing any sign of learning. Results from Model D
are therefore not included in the tables displaying the experimental results.
3.2.2 Recall of Training Cases
The recall tests were run by the five models which had been able to learn from the 100 training cases.
The main results are shown in Table 3.b.
Table 3.b: Recall experiments with 100 case set.
Model

Ml

M2

MA

MB

MC

Number of correct recalls

26

98

97

98

82

Number of incorrect recalls

74

2

3

2

18

Averagepr. of corr. recalls

0.6596 0.9864

Average pr. of incorr. recalls

0.3850 0.6667

Average MAXNET els. of corr. recalls

-

Average MAXNET els. of incorr.recalls

-

-
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The number of correct responses indicates the respective model's ability to recall the correct response
which was given during the learning session. The average probabilites give information about the
probability the models in average associated to each recalled diagnosis, and MAXNET cycles inform
about the cycles the model needed to decide on the recalled diagnosis.

3.2.3 Response to Testing Cases
The simulation test results run on the 400 test cases are summarized in table 3.c. The number of cases
including diagnoses unknown to the models from the training by the 100 training examples, was 27.
Table 3.c: Testing experiments with 400 case set.

Model

Ml

M2

MA

MB

MC

Number of correct responses

115

155

280

324

260

Number of incorrect response

285

245

120

76

140

22

23

107

43

82

113

Average pr. of corr.responses

0.7579 0.9570 -

Average pr. of incorrect responses

0.5014

Average MAXNET els. for corr.resp.
Average MAXNET els. for incomresp.

-

0.0762 -

_

^

The average probability of response indicates how certain the respective statistical model was in
responding, while the average number of MAXNET cycles can be considered as an inverse indicator
of the network model's responding precision.

3.3 Discussion
The learning experiments showed that all the models except for Model D, were able to identify the
50 different symptoms and the 33 different diagnoses present in the training set. This means that
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45% and 33% of all possible symptoms and diagnoses, respectively, were still unknown to the models
after training by the 100 example set

_

The models represented the acquired knowledge in different ways. Model 1 learned about 155
conditional symptom probabilities while the network Model A stored its acquired knowledge in 1650
weights. The explanation of this great difference is that Model A in addition to positive weights
comparable in number to the conditional probabilities of Model 1, also developed and stored inhibitory
negative weights. A similar difference was observed in comparing Model 2 with Model C, and the
explanation is also in this comparison that Model C includes a high number of negative inhibitory
weights which have no counterpart in Model 2. An interesting fact in this connection is that Model B
with its 30 cycles of repetitive learning could store the knowledge into 952 non-zero weights. Timing
made during the learning support the discussion and conclusions drawn in our theoretical discussion
above.
In the recall experiments, the weak performance of Model 1 may be surprising. The uncertainty
associated with the recall is also reflected in low average probabilities for correct recalls. However,
from other studies, we know that the learning function used in Model 1 is slow in a domain with
the characteristics of the training set [NORDBOTTEN 1990b]. As should be expected, Model 2
performed very well recognizing 98 out of 100 cases correctly. Similar results were also obtained in
recall by ModelAandModelB.The2-3incorrectrecalls are due to diagnoses with identical symptoms
associated, and the models use the most frequent diagnosis as recall diagnosis. It is disappointing
to find that Model C did not recall more than 82% correctly. Since the model identified the same
number of clusters as Model 2, the explanation is probably that layer 2 of Model C does not perform
as well as the conditional cluster probabilities. This can probably be improved.
Model B gave strong indications that the number of MAXNET cycles can be a useful indicator of
the responses of the model. The average number of cycles used in the recall experiment before
producing the 2 incorrect recalls are about 6.6 times higher than the average number of cycles for
correct recalls.
The experiments with the 400 cases were our final tests. We discovered that 27 of the cases included
diagnoses which were outside the set of 33 which were included in the training set, and some of the
results should therefore be compared with 373 cases instead of 400. Model B then made correct
responses to about 87% of the 373 cases which was the best result obtained in this set of experiments.
Model 1 managed only about 31% correct responses which could be expected because of the slow
learning already found for this model. Model A which has a similar topology but a more simple
learning function,gave correct responses in 75% of the 373 cases.
The relatively few cases correctly identified by Model 2 needs some further comments. As explained
above, this model start by identifying clusters and then uses the conditional cluster probabilities and
Bayes' Theorem to develop the response. However, the model is unable to handle clusters it has not
been trained to use. As can be seen from table 3.c the model made the correct responses with a high
degree of certainty, indicated by an average probability 0.9570 while the incorrect responses which
to a large extent are blank responses with 0 probability gave average probability of 0.0765 associated
with the incorrect responses. The network model counterpart, Model C, had a much better
performance because it assigned patterns to neurons in such a way that the first layer outputs were
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determined by the distances between the patterns and the neurons. As pointed out above, the
performance of Model C could be improved by a better learning principle for layer 2.
It should be noted that the best performing model, Model B,also gave the clearest indication of the
reliability of its responses as far as the MAXNET cycles are used as an indicator. In average, the
incorrect responses were given based on nearly 4 times as many MAXNET cycles as the correct
responses required.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main findings of the reported explorations can be summed up in the following points:
1. Since there are a number of different rule based systems and numerous artificial neural network
models, the validity of the results reported is limited to the statistical rule based models and three
simple network models investigated.
2. The statistical rule based models and the artificial neural network models studied have substantial
theoretical as well as computational similarities. Some of these are disguised by conceptual
differences which make the models appear as quite different.
3. The experimental results indicate that in addition to formal and computational similarities and
conceptual differences, there are important differences in performance. The investigation also
indicated that the network models in some respect seem to be superior to the statistical rule based
systems.
4. Several types of application scenarios should be distinguished. One scenario is that in which
the problem is pursued in a sequential way because each piece of evidence may be expensive to acquire.
This type of application can probably be best solved by a traditional rule based system working
according to the traditional sequential paradigm. A second scenario is the situation in which all
specifications of the problem are presented simultaneously and the solution of which may be suited
for use of a parallel approach.
)'
•
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